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Rocco and his Brothers, Parte II 
Luchino Visconti, Director (1960) 

 
VINCENZO, Installment 2 

 

A beautiful young woman is running downstairs, pursued by a man’s insults: “You whore! You 
wretch!” 

	
She turns her head and yells up at him, “Stop it! I’m leaving!” It’s Nadia (Annie Girardot). In fact, she 
is a prostitute. Her dress floats out behind her as she runs, glancing up now and again to be sure that 
she’s not being followed. Now we see that it’s not a dress at all; it’s a light robe and, beneath it, her 
lingerie extends no further than the top of her thighs.	
 

She stops, looks around, and finally goes out of the door she finds at the bottom of the stairs. There 
she bumps straight into Vincenzo, who is on his way in. She pushes him back out along with her. 	
“What’s going on?” he asks.	

 

“Shhh!” she responds, rushing up to him and putting her hand over his mouth. “It’s my father. We 
don’t get along well.”	
“Who are you? Do you live here?”	
“I’d like to, but they don’t want me to. Don’t you see how they treat me?”	
“Why?”	
“The same old story, you know: the matter of a girl’s honor. They care so much about that honor! 
What’s a poor girl to do? Vanish?”	
“No,” he agrees.	
“Imagine,” she laughs, “if all girls like me should disappear.”	
Innocent Vincenzo doesn’t get it, “There would only be men. What would we do?”	
 

They listen as her father continues to yell in the distance from inside the building, then Vincenzo says, 
“Listen, why don’t you come inside? Maybe my mother will give you something to cover up.”	
“You’re kind,” she says and gives him a quick kiss on the mouth.	
He tries to give her another kiss, but she stops him, whispering, “Let’s go.”	
They enter the building, Nadia rubbing her hands along her arms to warm herself. 	
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They come to the doorway of the Parondis’ apartment “Come in, make yourself comfortable,” he 
invites.	
Rosaria yells from inside, “Is that you, Vincenzo?”	
“Yes, Mama.”	
“Were they shouting at you?” she asks.	
“No, it wasn’t for me. It was for this poor girl here, who’s in trouble. Do you have a coat or something 
to give her to cover herself up?”	
 

“A woman?” She puts down her iron, looks over at little Luca, then exchanges glances with Simone, 
who’s sitting barefoot, cleaning lentils. In spite of the cold, the boys are all barefoot, as they might be 
at home in the South. Rosaria goes towards her. “Where is she?”	
“Here.”	
Nadia stands with her arms crossed, holding her robe closed. “I’m sorry for the trouble.”	
“Close the door, it’s freezing!” says Rosaria. Vincenzo closes the door and Rosaria turns to Nadia. 
“Come in. I don’t know what I could give her. Maybe your father’s old coat.”	
“Fine, but hurry, she’s shivering,” Vincenzo urges her.	
 

Nadia stands between Luca and Ciro, who sits with a bowl between his legs, cleaning lentils for his 
mother. 	
“Good evening,” she says politely.	
“Good evening,” answers Rocco.	
“Good evening,” says Simone, transfixed by this angel who’s landed in his house by some kind of 
miracle.	
“All brothers?” she asks.	
Rocco smiles sweetly and Simone answers, with a big smile, “Yes, all brothers.”	
 

Nadia shivers some more, again rubbing her hands up and down her arms. She walks over to the 	
window, peers out, and turns back. “It’s freezing here, isn’t it?”	
They ask where she’s from and she answers that she’s from Cremona. So she’s from the North. But 
she’s displaced and floundering a little, as they are.	
“Are you southerners?” They don’t respond, so she knows it’s true. “What do you all come to Milan 
for?”	
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Rocco, sitting with his own plate of lentils that he’s working on, says, “Today we shoveled snow.”	
She laughs. “That’s not a bad idea.”	
 

The camera rests on Simone, who’s also cleaning lentils, seated on the bed. Old socks hang from the 
window sill behind him. Indicating Vincenzo, he explains, “He brought us here. Work is hard to find. 
That’s why we shoveled snow today. Sit down.”	
“Thanks,” she says, adding flirtatiously, “Big, burly boys like you find whatever you want if you know 
how.”	
 

She walks across the room, over to the family photo. She uses it to sort out who is who in the room. 
Then she points to a newspaper clipping of a boxer pinned to the wall, next to the photo. She asks who 
it is. It’s Vincenzo. 	
“He does it, but he isn’t crazy about it,” explains Simone.	
“Why not? That’s a real shame. I know a champion.”	
 

The camera cuts to the other room, where Rosaria is sorting through coats. She overhears Nadia 
bragging about a boxer she knows who has loads of money and a big, fancy car. According to her, 
that’s better than shoveling snow.	
“You see?!” says Simone to Vincenzo. He explains that Vincenzo has been discouraging his brothers 
from getting involved in boxing.	
 

Rosaria bursts into the room, “So, what are you waiting for? Go do it on your own. If you’re so 
convinced, do it.	
You don’t need Vincenzo’s permission.”	
“Nonsense,” says Vincenzo. “My great career’s already started and already ended. 2,000 lira every 
time a pope dies.”* 	
In these domestic scenes, Visconti inserts a naked light bulb as if it were a mute observer.	
 
*once in a blue moon 

 

 
“That’s because you’re not a real champion,” responds Nadia. 	
Vincenzo tells her that it’s not so easy to become a champion.	
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Rosaria adds, “Maybe Simone and Rocco could make it. They’re younger and stronger than you.”	
“To have me break my face is enough in the family,” jokes Vincenzo.	
“Ah, the guy capable of breaking my handsome Simone’s face has yet to be born.” She leans over and 
gives him a kiss. 	
 

Rosaria tells Nadia, “Oh, I almost forgot. Put this on. I couldn’t find anything better.” 	
The camera moves to Nadia. This talk about the rugged Simone and his potential as a champion boxer 
has caught her attention. She leans over now and caresses her leg seductively, the bangles on her arm 
sparkling. 	
 

This does not escape Rosaria’s notice; she and the boys gaze at Nadia and her legs, each with their own 
thoughts. “Thank you so much, ma’am,” Nadia smiles. “Tomorrow morning, I’ll bring it back, you can 
trust me.” 

 

There’s a knock at the door. 	
“Oh, thank God,” says Vincenzo. “Here’s the police sergeant who lives here in the building. He’s a 
friend.”	
They greet each other. Nadia suddenly looks alarmed.	
 

Vincenzo asks his friend, “Could you accompany this poor thing? She had an argument with her 
father.” 

 

Rosaria tells Nadia that she can change in the bathroom, and the girl hurries, glancing towards the 
door, afraid that the sergeant might see her. The family is starting to realize that something isn’t quite 
right. Rosaria says to Vincenzo sarcastically, “Great! Come here and close the door!” 	
Simone looks on, concerned. Ciro observes quietly.	
 

Rosaria goes to the door, where Vincenzo and the sergeant are talking. “What came over you? Did you 
have to bring her here? We don’t even know who she is. She could be a prostitute.”	
 

Rocco comes around the corner, into the room, carrying his plate of lentils, “But she’s beautiful, 
Mama.”	
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“Beautiful?! She has goosebumps! Learn how to look at women, my poor boys. What do you have in 
place of eyes!”	
“She had goosebumps because she was freezing,” protests Vincenzo.	
“No, she has anemic skin! The skin of people from the North!” yells Rosaria in response, crossing 
herself. Is she about to lose her boys? And to northern girls? First Ginetta, now this one.	

 

There’s a sudden crash from the bathroom where Nadia has been changing. Everyone looks up, 
alarmed. 	
 

Rocco runs to the bathroom, opens the door, and peeks in. Turning back, he says, “She’s gone.”	

	
Rosaria yells, “Gone?! And my coat?! That thief!”	
Rocco goes back into the bathroom. He crouches under the shoes that are hanging to dry, he looks out 
of the open window. Amused, he says, “She went out the window.”	
Rosaria proclaims, “See? I told you so!” 	
 
Rocco emerges from the bathroom with something in his hands: “Her dress…”	
Vincenzo goes to the sergeant, who’s been waiting by the door. 	
“Listen, I’m sorry for disturbing you for nothing.” Vincenzo apologizes to his friend. 	
“It’s nothing,” the sergeant leans in and says goodbye to the family. “Buona sera,” they respond in 
chorus.	

 

Rosaria taps Vincenzo on the belly with her big wooden spoon. “You realize that Ginetta is not the only 
woman who exists in the world?” Then she turns to the others. “Time to eat, boys. The soup is ready 
and tasty.”	
 

But, hungry as they might be, the boys are not thinking about soup. Invading their grim little 
underground space here in the North, Nadia has made a big impression on them.	
Simone sits back down on the bed, cleaning his plate of lentils. Luca sits quietly in his chair, observing. 
Rocco closes the bathroom door and then sits, deep in thought. Finally, he softly sings a folk song in 
the dialect of his region, as he rocks in his chair: 
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Maria Donata, 	
What a beautiful flower this is	
I want to give you a kiss	
On the tip of your mouth	
Love, love…	

 

As the next scene opens, two boxers are sparring in a boxing ring, while a third coaches them. They 
stop for a moment and one of them – it’s Vincenzo – leans over the ropes, panting. Something catches 
his eye, and he tells the coach, “Excuse me a minute.” 	
He leaves the ring and walks through the gym, past men vigorously working out.	
 

Standing in the doorway are Rocco, Ciro, and Simone, with a cigarette hanging out of his mouth. 	
Vincenzo goes up to them. “What are you guys doing here?”	
“We’re just watching,” answers Simone.	
Vincenzo calls over to his coach, “Sorry. They’re my brothers.”	
The coach leans out of the ring, holding onto the rope, and says, “Colli, have them change! Parondi, 
come here!”	
 

Colli, a beefy man with a bald spot and the name of the gym written across the back of his shirt, goes 
over to Vincenzo and says in a deep voice, “Come on! Listen to the instructor! Get moving!” He’s not 
any gentler with these new guests, as he yells gruffly, “Get moving! What are you waiting for? The 
stagecoach?”	
The brothers set out for the locker room. All around them, men are jumping, bending and hitting 
things, in the hope of making their fortunes.	
“Wait a minute, dummy!” hollers Colli.	
“Are you talking to me?” asks Simone.	
“Yes, exactly – you with the cigarette in your mouth.” He snatches it away. “Go get changed. Hurry it 
up!”	
Our brothers have entered a new world that doesn’t seem to be a kind one.	
 

Colli turns to the coach and yells across the room, “These southerners! They want to box and they 
smoke.” For more emphasis, he squashes the cigarette he’s tossed on the floor with his foot.	
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In the cramped locker room, coats and scarves hang from hooks. More clothing is piled on benches. 
Simone tells his brothers to get changed. 	
A boxer comes in from his practice, sits down and asks, “Where are you guys from?”	
“Lucania, it’s far away,” laughs Simone.	
“You guys came here to box?”	
“Why not?”	
“Boxing is tough!”	
“We’re giving it a try.”	
 

We go back to the gym. The place hums with voices and the sound of fists against punching bags. But 
gradually we become aware that the hum is changing to laughter. Colli yells, “Quiet!” The activity 
stops, but the laughter grows. The men are pointing at the object of their derision: the brothers have 
come out of the locker room. While the other guys are wearing gym trunks, tank tops and athletic 
shoes, the brothers are in tattered underwear, with stockinged feet. To the Milanese, they’re country 
bumpkins.	
 

A  quick cut takes us to the outskirts of the city. In a beautiful long shot, in the distance we see a boy is 

running towards a construction site. He’s calling out, “Vincè!” It’s Luca. 	

 

He arrives at the site, where men are digging and pushing wheelbarrows. Luca hollers up to the 
building, calling his brother. A man walks over to help. After a brief exchange, they go together to the 
building to look for Vincenzo.	
Luca yells, “Vincè! Where are you?”	
“I’m up here,” his brother answers, a little dot in the vast lattice of scaffolding.	
 

“They’ve come to evict us!” Luca hollers up. 	
“Finally!”	
Simone is right behind Luca, taking a drink from a hose. While his brothers talk, he gives himself a 
good dousing, oblivious to any part that he might play in working out his family’s problems. 	
 
“Mama doesn’t know what to do. Are you coming?” 	
“I can’t. Go look for Rocco. Tell Mama that the city will give us a house now. Tell her not to worry. 
Go!”	
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Luca turns and – surrounded by dirt and debris in an overhead shot that shows us how very 
insignificant our players really are – he heads home.	
 

Back at the gym, Simone is practicing with a coach. Hit by a punch, he winces in pain, bringing his 
hand to head. Then he tries to leave. “But where are you going?” the coach asks, holding him back. 

 

The camera pans across the gym to frame Rocco, who is training too, throwing punches in front of a 
mirror.  

 

“Hi, Duilio, how’s it going?” the coach asks the man, who looks a little like a gangster, wearing a trench 
coat and a fedora and smoking a cigarette. He walks over to the ring and asks who the boxer is – 
Simone.	
The coach replies, “Three months. He’s slow, but solid.” He tells Simone to go take a shower. Simone 
removes his gloves and steps out of the ring, panting.	
 

Duilio calls Simone over and hits him playfully. Simone gives a hesitant smile, but then Duilio pulls 
Simone’s lip up to see his teeth, as though he were checking out a horse. “He has good teeth, but too 
much nicotine.” He lightly slaps him. “If you want to box: no cigarettes!” 	
 

He turns to the coach, saying, “No offense, but if he stays here, in a year, he’ll be at the same point.” 
He gives a big smile to Simone, who stupidly smiles back; Duilio’s phony smile disappears. 	
 

He turns back to the coach. “Come here a minute.”	
They walk to the office together. The coach complains, “Don’t start taking my best recruits now.”	
 

Simone walks over to Rocco, who tells him, “You’ll see that he’ll take you to a different gym, where the 
champions are.” 
“Let’s hope the coach says yes. Even if he says no, who cares? I’ll go anyway!” He socks the heavy 
punching bag to emphasize what he said and he runs into the locker room.	
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Staying by the punching bag, Rocco first gives it a pat, then almost caresses it. Simone undresses and 
tells him, “They think I’ve got what it takes. They never wanted Vincenzo.”	

“It’s true.” Rocco is embracing the bag now, that sways gently as he leans on it.	

“And what will you do?”	
“I guess I don’t have what it takes.”	
Simone laughs and runs off to take a shower. 	
 

Bathed in steam, Simone washes himself vigorously under the hot shower. Then Rocco comes.	
 

Duilio arrives next, he enters completely in shadow. When he emerges into the light, he gazes at the 
brothers. Simone looks back at him, as Rocco continues to wash. Simone finally taps him on the arm 
to let him know that Duilio is there.	
 

Duilio starts to question Simone:	
“Age?”	
“21.”	
“Military service?”	
“Dismissed due to an accident.”	
“That’s not a problem. Are you willing to work hard?”	
“Work, me?” he asks dubiously, not understanding.	
“In the gym … training. We’re putting together a team of kids. You’re not so young and you got a late 
start but I’ll give you a try anyhow.”	
 

With a quick cut, we’re at a boxing match, and there is Simone, dressed in shorts and tank top. He 
steps through the ropes into the ring, shakes the hand of the referee, and waves to the crowd. He goes 
into his corner and Vincenzo is behind him, rubbing his shoulders.	

 

Ginetta sits smiling in the crowd, between her brothers, one of whom yells at Simone, “Kick him out!”	

The announcer introduces him: “Parondi, for Lombardy, Aurora Club of Milan...” The spectators yell, 
whistle, and throw things at the ring. 	
Simone looks back at them, not too happy.	
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Ginetta gets up. “I’m leaving!” But her brothers pull her back down. One of them yells, “Parondi, 
traitor!”	
 

Back in the ring, Simone complains, “They’re taunting me!”	
Vincenzo tells him, “They’re Ginetta’s brothers.”	
The announcer continues, “... against Vitolo, Lucania, representing the Virtus Club of Potenza.”	
Oh, so Simone is fighting against someone from his hometown!	
The catcalls continue: “Vitolo, teach him a lesson!” “The Parondis are all traitors!”	
The referee admonishes, “Quiet! Quiet!”	
 

The referee pulls the boxers together, says a few words to them, and takes a step back. 	
 
The boxers retreat to their corners and start fighting when the bell rings.	
 

Duilio enters at the back of the arena and walks through the crowd, watching the fight, as the crowd 
chants “Vi-to-lo! Vi-to-lo!” He looks concerned.  

 

Vitolo goes down, but gets up again as the referee counts over him and the crowd yells.	
 

Then Simone throws a good punch and Vitolo falls to the ground. As the ref starts the count, the crowd 
begins cheering Simone and booing at Vitolo. Finally Vitolo gets up again, but after two more punches 
to the stomach and the head, he’s flat on his back. The referee counts over Vitolo’s sprawled body, and 
the crowd goes wild. Duilio looks satisfied. 

 

Vitolo is carried out of the ring. Luca and Rocco run in and put their arms around Simone as he raises 
his fist in victory.	
 

From an open door, Duilio asks, “Excuse me. Can I come in?” He enters, saying, “Good evening, 
everyone!” and to Simone, “Bravo! Bravissimo! Nice match!”	
Simone replies, “But he went down before the bell rang.”	
“So modest! ‘Before the bell rang!’ You’re a champ.”	
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The coach stands up. “I’ll groom this one. I know how to do it.” He puts a bandage on an abrasion near 
Simone’s eye.	
Duilio tells Simone, “So, let’s have dinner out to celebrate. I’ll be waiting outside in my car, okay?”	
Simone smiles. “All right.”	
“Ciao!” 	

 

Luca comes running in as Duilio leaves. “Simò, there’s a fight outside!”	
“Where?”	
“Come on! Run!”	
 

Ciro, Rocco and Vincenzo are standing next to each other outside the boxing hall. We hear loud 
repeated chants: “Traitor! Sell-out!” The crowd seems to be against them. Men start swinging punches 
and soon there’s a full-scale brawl.  	
 

Duilio exits the building, glances at the brawl, and walks on, without interest. This doesn’t concern 
him at all.	
 

In the crowd, Ginetta is hitting people with her purse, saying “Cowards!” Vincenzo is also slugging 
people and getting slugged in turn. Ginetta’s brother Alfredo pulls her away from the mob saying, 
“Walk!” as she calls for Vincenzo. “Let me go!” she tells Alfredo, struggling to break free.	
 

But Vincenzo catches up to them. “Alfredo, wait! We have a score to settle.”	
“I’ve already settled everything!”	
“But now you have to stop it now. Enough!”	
Ginetta tells Vincenzo, “I'll handle it.” And she tells her brother, “Stop it!”	
Alfredo replies to her, “Shut up! Go home.” He pushes her and finally she gives up and leaves.	
 

The ruckus has died down. Rocco picks up Luca and they leave. Simone comes out of the building, 
smiling, oblivious to what has been going on there, although there are still some isolated cries of 
“Traitor.” 	
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He looks around and who else should be waiting for him but Nadia, the prostitute who hid out in their 
house that night many months ago. The one who encouraged him to try his hand at boxing. We hear 
some lilting jazz as the camera shows us Simone’s expression, stunned but happy.	
 

He walks slowly down the stairs toward her.	
 

Smiling broadly, she asks, “Recognize me?”	
“Of course.”	
“So?” she asks, and offers her arm.	
 

They walk away, right past the little sports car in which Duilio, his benefactor, waits for him with two 
women. 	
 

Simone and Nadia are walking in the middle of the street. Duilio flashes his headlights at them, but 
they walk on, oblivious.	
 

 


